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INSTITUT FRANCAIS

The Institut français is a public institution responsible for French cultural

actions abroad. Its initiatives cover various artistic fields, intellectual

exchanges, cultural and social innovation, and linguistic coope- ration.

Throughout the world, it promotes the French language, as well as he mobility of

artworks, artists and ideas, and thus works to foster cultural understanding. 

The Institut français, under the aegis of the French Ministry for Europe and

Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Culture, actively contributes to France’s soft

diplomacy. Its projects and programs take local contexts into account and can

be successfully implemented thanks to the vast network of the French

Embassies’ cultural services, as well as the many Instituts français and

Alliances Françaises present across five continents. 



EMERGING THEATER FOCUS

The Institut français organises the Focuses in partnership with unifying events

in France or around partners which enlist the interest of foreign professionals.

They meet together for several days, around a dedicated artistic programme,

professionals invited by the French cultural network abroad. Their aim is to

facilitate identifying French cultural creation sectors and encourage their

distribution in the world. They also enable professionals in a sector to be put in

contact with each other. 

The Institut français is organizing a Focus between Paris and Tours for the first

time ever. It partnered with the Théâtre Olympia - CDN of Tours, WET° Festival,

La Loge, Puissance Quatre network, the Festival Fragments, Premisses, as well

as two emblematic venues of parisian emerging theater scene, known for their

artistic standards, their multidisciplinary programming and their ability to

defend contemporary forms and writings: Théâtre 13, Théâtre de la Cité

internationale, to offer a tailor-made five-day program for twenty-four European

professionals. 

This Focus will be an opportunity to highlight the unique artistic programs of

each of the partner venues, whose scheduled performances will be translated

and surtitled in English, and to offer invited foreign programmers specific

thematic meetings.

This professional programme will happen in a still uncertain global health

context, which contributed to an extreme weakening of artistic practices in

France and in the world, and appears all the more essential in the perspective of

a physical and concrete renewal of the link between contemporary french

creation and its audience abroad. It is fundamental for the Institut français to

join forces with its privileged partners in Pairs and Tours to support the

development of their professional networks and encourage the circulation of

artistic works abroad. 



PARTNERS

Théâtre Olympia, Centre Dramatique

National de Tours is headed by Jacques

Vincey since 2014. It is a venue dedicated

both to creation, with an in-house artistic

ensemble, and to presenting shows.

Resolutely focused on supporting young

artists and emerging companies, and

audience renewal, it also offers research

and educational activities.

The in-house artistic ensemble, which

regularly presents new creations, gathers

around Jacques Vincey, its stage director

and leader, 5 young actors and actresses

(hired for 2 years), as well as three young

associate artists, Camille Dagen, Emma

Depoid and Eddy D’Aranjo  (for the next 3
years). Previous associate artists were

Mathilde Delahaye and Vanasay

Khamphommala.

Le Théâtre Olympia is a member of the

Puissance 4 network. 

The WET° Festival program is collectively

conceived by the in-house artistic

ensemble’s 5 young actors and actresses,

in collaboration with the Theatre Olympia

direction. Centered around emerging arts

and young creators, the WET° Festival is

now opening up to the international stage

by hosting europeans shows. 

Production Théâtre Olympia

production@cdntours.fr

Maddie Vella, production

maddievella@cdntours.fr



In continuation of their respective

commitments in favor of young creation, La

Loge [Paris], the Théâtre 13 [Paris], the TU-

Nantes Theatre [Nantes], the Olympia Theatre -

Centre dramatique national de Tours and the

Sorano Theatre [Toulouse] come together to

support the emerging theatre artists’ career.

Puissance Quatre gives the opportunity to four

creations to bounce back and circulate on

different regional territories (Île-de-France,

Pays de la Loire, Centre-Val de Loire and

Occitanie). To do so, the network provides

production support and distribution within their

theatres or festivals (Fragments, Wet °,

Supernova ...). It also gives the artists the

opportunity to gain professionalism, visibility

and national recognition.

Combining their skills and resources,

Puissance Quatre offers to the selected

artists a support both in the distribution of

their already created shows and in the

production of their next creation.

On 2021/2023, the network supports : Justine

Lequette- En une nuit, notes pour un spectacle

à faire, Émilie Beauvais & Matthieu Desbordes -

Into the groove (écorchés mais heureux), Julie

Benegmos - Strip : Au risque d’aimer ça and

Maurin Ollès - Vers le Spectre.

On 2018/2020, the network has supported :

Marie Clavaguera-Pratx / La Lanterne – Le Gang

des postiches ; Théodore Oliver  / 

 MégaSuperThéâtre – La Fabrique des Idoles

and Hugues Duchêne / Le Royal Velours – Je

m’en vais mais l’État demeure.

La Loge was founded by Alice Vivier and Lucas

Bonnifait (both directors and programmers) in

September 2009. It is a laboratory for young

multidisciplinary creation, in music and theatre.

Until July 2018, La Loge developed its project

in its own venue in Paris,  the 11th

arrondissement : a fully modular stage.

Throughout the years, artists were invited (and

even encouraged !) to freely take hold the

stage to propose and experiment innovative

forms. Besides the artistic creations, La Loge

was also a place for discussions, meetings,

conferences, parties and fun. A vivid and

dynamic place where we wanted the audience

and the artists to feel like home.

After nine years based in the East Side of Paris,

and before settling in a new larger place in

Paris, La Loge ventures « outdoor ». Still

dedicated to the emerging art creation, La

Loge keeps working on the development and

support of performing artists. The spirit of La

Loge remains the same : taking risks,

experimenting, and above all, having fun!

La Loge is working on opening its borders and

expanding the visibility of emerging artists

abroad. FRAGMENTS festival and Puissance

Quatre network could be the bases of this

development by building new partnerships with

foreign structures working on emerging

theatre. We think that mobility of young artists

should be supported from the beginning of

their career. Experiencing professional artistic

experiences abroad, meeting foreign public,

professionals and artists and discovering new

cultures offer them new perspectives that

feed their creations and the future of European

theatre. 

Mathilde Bonamy, coordination

mathilde.bonamy@lalogeparis.fr

Alice Vivier, direction

alice.vivier@lalogeparis.fr

Mathilde Bonamy,

administration/production

mathilde.bonamy@lalogeparis.fr



Partnership of 14 theatres that support 14
theatre companies to present their work

within 70 workshops – 42 in Paris and 28 all

over France -, with the support of 6
institutional structures !

FRAGMENTS is a workshop theatre festival,

founded in 2013 and coordinated by La Loge. It

gives the opportunity to artists to show their

work in progress in venues committed to

contemporary theatre. It first takes place in

fall in Paris and, then, the festival travels on

the national territory throughout the year. 

FRAGMENTS shows this particular moment,

when the show is not completely finished, still

fragile and questioning. FRAGMENTS supports

this unique moment in the creation process, to

facilitate the production of the projects,

through an interregional networking and major

professional visibility. 

FRAGMENTS participates in the

professionalization and the sustainability of

the artists, through both offering them

trainings conducted by institutional partners

and specific support by theatres partners. 

Prémisses - office de production artistique

et solidaire (art and solidarity production

office) was founded in 2017 by Claire

Dupont, with the goal of providing young

artists fresh out of art school with the

support they needed.

Thanks to an active network of partners,

Prémisses has developed an approach to

production that is guided by solidarity and

innovation, in order to think and act in terms

of career paths and not individual projects.

Its aim is to promote the career viability,

visibility and employment of young artists

through shared calls for projects and

pooled support.

 Through an annual call for projects that has

been running since 2017, the Prémisses

programme (formally known as Cluster) has

already won its spurs at the national level.

By bringing together Prémisses, the 

 Théâtre de la Cité Internationale à Paris,

the Théâtre de Chelles and the Jeune

Théâtre National, it has created a system of

scouting and pooled support aimed at

young artists, through programmes

creating long-lasting cooperations between

theatres in the Paris area and other French

regions, with the aim of turning these into

sites providing contributory resources for

artistic teams.

Since 2017, the programme has thus

allowed 12 directors and one author to be

supported by Prémisses as an executive

producer, over a period of 3 years. It has

also supported 5 production managers, who

were trained by Prémisses and whose

professional integration has allowed them

to structure their careers. 

Mathilde Bonamy, coordination

mathilde.bonamy@lalogeparis.fr

Claire Dupont, direction

claire@premissesproduction.com



Tuesday, September 21

Wednesday, September 22

Thursday, September 23

Friday, September 24

Saturday, September 25

6.00pm - Welcoming cocktail at Théâtre de la Cité internationale

7.00pm - Tropiques de la Violence / Alexandre Zeff at Théâtre de la Cité internationale

10.00am - Welcoming coffee at Carreau du Temple

10.30am - Presentation of La Loge, FRAGMENTS, WET°, Supernova, Puissance Quatre network

11.00am - Presentation of Puissance Quatre artists: Hugues Duchêne, Marie Clavaguera-Pratx, Justine

Lequette and Matthieu Desbordes

12.30pm - Open discussion and lunch

3.00pm - Presentation artist' projects: Solal Bouloudnine, Rebecca Chaillon, Collectif Lacavale,

L'éventuel hérisson bleu, Julie Guichard

6.30pm - Visit of Théâtre 13
8.00pm - Cent millions qui tombent / Les bâtards dorés at Théâtre 13

9.30am - Welcoming coffee at Théâtre Ouvert

10.00am - Visit of Théâtre Ouvert

10.40am - Presentation of Premisses

11.00am - Meeting "Author and director - Principles of Collaboration"

11.40am - Meeting "Writing with the stage or Writing together? : Collectives and Stage-Based Writing"

12.20pm - Meeting "Writing and Directing: The Exercice of Imagining a Total Form of Writing"

1.00pm - Lunch

2.30pm - Meeting "Political, Documentary, Fictional, Hybrid and Composite Writing: Mobility in Question"

5.37pm/7.32pm - Train to Tours from Gare d'Austerlitz

8.45pm - Oficial opening of Festival WET° at Théatre Olympia

9.30pm - Huitième Jour / La Mob à Sisyphe at Théâtre Olympia

10.00am - Informal meeting breakfast at Théâtre Olympia

12.30am - Suzette Project (young audience) / Daddy Cie at Théâtre Olympia

1.30pm - Lunch

2.30pm - Guided tour of the city of Tours

5.00pm - Maryvonne / Camille Berthelot at Théâtre Le Petit Faucheux

7.00pm - OPA / Mélina Martin at MAME

9.00pm - Vie et mort d'un chien / Jean Bechetoille at Théâtre Olympia

10.15am - Presentation artist' project: meeting with Vanasay Khamphommala

12.00pm - Monuments Hystériques / Vanasay Khamphommala at Cloître de La Psalette

3.30am - Visit of CCC OD (Centre de Création Contemporaine Olivier Debré)

6.00pm - Le Gang / Marie Clavaguera-Pratx at Salle Thélème

9.00pm - La Fabrique des idoles / Théodore Oliver at Théâtre Olympia

10.45pm - Closing party at Hall du Théâtre Olympia

PLANNING

Sunday, September 26
8.20/9.54pm - Train to Paris Gare Montparnasse from Gare de Tours



Tuesday, September 21

6.00pm - Welcoming cocktail at Théatre de la

Cité internationale

Tropique de la Violence
by Alexandre Zeff

With surtitles

Théâtre de la Cité internationale
21A Boulevard Jourdan, 75014 Paris

Métro station: Cité Universitaire (RER B)

7.00pm

From 12pm - Check-in at Hôtel Ibis Gare du

Nord

31-33 rue Saint-Quentin, 75010 Paris



Wednesday, September 22

10.00am - Welcoming coffee at Carreau du Temple

10.30am - Presentation of La Loge, FRAGMENTS, WET°, Supernova festivals

and Puissance Quatre network (emerging artists accompaniment program

looking to develop international cooperation)

11.00am - Presentation of Puissance Quatre's artists:

Marie Clavaguera-Pratx

Matthieu Desbordes

Hugues Duchêne

Justine Lequette

12.30am - Open discussion

3.00pm - Presentation artists' projects:

Solal Bouloudnine

Rebecca Chaillon

Collectif Lacavale

L'éventuel hérisson bleu

Julie Guichard
Carreau du Temple

2 Rue Perrée, 75003 Paris

Métro station: République (métro 5)



Cent millions qui tombent
by Collectif Les bâtards dorés

With surtitles

Théâtre 13 - Site Bibliothèque
30 Rue du Chevaleret, 75013 Paris

Metro station: Chevaleret (metro 6)

8.00pm

 

6.30pm - Visit of Théâtre 13



Thursday, September 23

9.30am - Welcoming coffee at

Théâtre Ouvert

Théâtre Ouvert
159 Avenue Gambetta,

75020 Paris

Metro station: Blanche

(metro 2)
10.00am - Visit of Théâtre Ouvert

11.00am - Meeting "Author and Director - Principles of Collaboration"

With the authors Lucie Grunstein, Simon Diard and the directors Roman Jean-Elie and Luc Cerutti

Lucie Grunstein and Roman Jean Elie are laureates of the Cluster 2018 Programme

From Theatre for Readers to Theatre for Audiences, Principles of Collaboration

Issues to Explore:

- Choosing each other, the question of worlds

- Finding a common form of writing

- Mentoring? 

11.40am - Meeting "Writing with the Stage or Writing Together?: Collectives and Stage-

Based Writing

With Maëlle Dequiedt, Simon Hatab and the Collectif Marth

Maëlle Dequiedt and the Collectif Marthe were the two teams to be selected for the Cluster 2017

programme

- The Collectif Marthe is a female actors' collective that works with on-stage improvisations and

uses theoretical sources as a starting material to explore mechanisms of domination and the

various strategies that can be used to respond to them.

- With her La Phenomena company, Maëlle Dequiedt works on-stage to create hybrid forms -

theatre, music, opera, film and performance. The actors are actively involved in her creative

process. She also uses contemporary writing as a basis for her work (Claudine Galéa, Frédéric

Vossier, Marcos Caramés-Blanco, Penda Diouf).

The Stage, a Modern Tool in Theatre Writing? 

Issues to Explore:

 - The place of the text in collective artistic work (writing and improvisations, writing for and with

actors…) 

- The question of materials, the score/the text

- The rewriting necessary to fix the form of the piece / The question of the dramaturge

10.40am - Presentation of

Premisses - production office

dedicated to youthful creation



Huitième Jour
by Idriss Roca, Cochise Leberre,

Raphael Milland / La Mob à Sysiphe

Silent, accessible to everyone

Théâtre Olympia
7 rue de Luce, 37000 Tours

9.30pm

8.45pm - Oficial opening of Festival WET° at Théatre Olympia, Tours

12.20pm - Meeting "Writing and Directing: The Exercice of Imagining a Total Form of Writing"

With Daphné Biiga Nwanak, Carole Thibaut, Baptiste Amann

Daphné Biiga Nwnanak is the 2020 laureate of the Prémisses programme, together with Baudoin

Woehl. She is an actor, an author and a director.

Carole Thibaut is the director of the Montluçon CDN and is also an actor, author and director.

Baptiste Amann is an author and director. 

The Interdependency between Text and Stage in Question

Issues to Explore:

- How the theatre text itself and its genesis are always connected, both in practical and virtual

terms, to configurations connected to direction

- The double writing process: thinking the stage while writing? 

1.00pm - Lunch

2.30pm - Meeting "Political, Documentary, Fictional, Hybrid and Composite Writing: Mobility

in Question"

Panel discussion with Eddy d’Aranjo, Prémisse 2020 laureate, and the authors selected

5.37pm/7.38pm - Train to Tours from Gare d'Austerlitz



Friday, September 24

Suzette Project
by Daddy Cie

Not surtitled - accessible

to french speakers only

Théâtre Olympia
154 rue de la Mairie, 37520
La Riche

12.30am

10.00am - Informal meeting breakfast at Théâtre Olympia

Maryvonne
by Camille Berthelot /

Collectif Nouvelle Hydre

With surtitles

Théâtre Le Petit

Faucheux
12 rue Léonard de Vinci,

37000 Tours

5.00pm (meeting at 4.30pm

to get traduction glasses)

2.30pm (optional): Guided tour of the city of Tours



OPA
by Mélina Martin

With surtitles

MAME
49 Boulevard Preuilly, 37000 Tours

7.00pm (meeting at 6.30pm to get

traduction glasses)

Vie et mort d'un chien
by Jean Bechetoille / Compagnie du

1er août

Not surtitled - accessible to french

speakers only

Théâtre Olympia
7 rue de Luce, 37000 Tours

9.00pm



Saturday, September 25

Monuments Hystériques
by Vanasay Khamphommala /

Cie Lapsus Chevelü

With surtitles

Cloitre de La Psalette
7 Rue de La Psalette, 37000 Tours

12.00pm (meeting at 11.30am to get

traduction glasses)

10.15am - Presentation artist' projects:

meeting with Vanasay Khamphommala at

cloître de la Psalette.

Short visit of the Musée Beaux Arts of Tours

3.30am - Visit of CCC OD - Centre de Création Contemporaine Olivier Debré



Le Gang
by Marie Clavaguera-Pratx /

Cie La Lanterne

With surtitles

Théâtre Le Petit Faucheux
3 Rue des Tanneurs, 37000 Tours

6.00pm (meeting at 5.30pm to

get traduction glasses)

La Fabrique des idoles
by Théodore Oliver /

MégaSuperThéâtre

With surtitles

Théâtre Olympia
7 rue de Luce, 37000 Tours

9.00pm (meeting at 8.30pm

to get traduction glasses)

10.45pm - Closing Party at Hall du Théâtre Olympia



Sunday, September 26

8.20pm/9.54pm - Train to Paris Gare Montparnasse from Gare de Tours



Focus Team

Oscar Finjean, Performing Arts Project Assistant

oscar.finjean@institutfrancais.com

+ 33 6 84 53 75 09

Marian Arbre , Performing Arts Project Manager & Focus Manager

marian.arbre@ institutfrancais.com

+33 6 70 91 93 47


